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(ABSTRACT)

Solvlng the optimal open-loop control problems for spacecraft Iarge·angle arti-

tude maneuvers generally requires the use of numerlcal techniques whose rellability

ls strongly case dependent. The primary goal of this dissertation is to increase the

solution rellability of the associated nonllnear two·point boundary-value problems as

derlved from Pontryagin's Principle. Major emphasis ls placed upon the formulatlon

of the best possible starting or nominal solution. Constraint relationships among th_e

state and costate variables are utilized. A hybrid approach which begins with the

direct gradlent method and ends with the lndlrect method of partlcular solutions is

proposed. Test case results which indicate improved rellability are presented.

The nonllnear optimal control law derlved from lteratlve procedures cannot ad-

just ltself ln accordance with state deviations measured during the control period. A

real-time near-optimal guldance scheme which takes the perturbed states to the de-

sired manlfold by tracking a glven optimal trajectory ls also proposed. Numerical

slmulatlons are presented which show that highly accurate tracking results can be

achleved.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Not untll the mld-twentleth century did the development of optimal control theory

and its applications begin to advance in parallel with computer technology. Applying

optimal control theory, whlch is an extension of the calculus of varlations, to regulate

a dynamic system always results in a boundary-value problem with constraint condl-
‘

tlons specified on at least two points of the motion trajectory. Only for some special

cases can analytlcal solutions be formulated. Most of the time the problems must

be solved through numerical procedures, whlch, even for relatively simple problems,

are lmpractical tocarry out by hand. This is why, over a period of some two hundred

years, the calculus of varlations was a playground of mathematlcians, attractlng little

attention from engineers. The advent of the computer has made possible the devel-

opment of numerical strategies for solving optimal control problems with manageable

time and cost.

Employlng optimal control strategies to spacecraft attltude maneuvers has at-

tracted an increasing number of investigatlons. Solving the problems of optimal atti-

tude control of rlgid spacecraft ls the interest of this research. This special class of

problems is important in its own right and as a starting basis for solving more general

attltude maneuver problems such as those for spacecraft with flexible structures.

Also, many of the ideas can be carried over to treat other dynamical problems as

well. .

The control problem for the spacecraft attltude motion consists of a set of non-

Ilnear ordlnary dlfferentlal equations with boundary conditions at a specified initial

time and at a fixed or free final time. The actual application may be the proposed
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large space telescope, whlch requires that very precise control of an inertlally-fixed

attltude be maintained for long periods of time, followed by a large reorlentation prior

to examlnlng the next celestial object. Earth·scanning spacecraft present the differ-

ent problem of reorlentation maneuvers between periods of remalning earth-polntlng.

In the case of various tracking spacecraft, the problem might be one of quickly almlng

at a moving target.

Several active control mechanisms are currently available for spacecraft attltude

maneuvers. Among the most commonly used are external thrusters, reactlon

wheels, control moment gyroscopes, and magnetic colls. Control efforts generated

from external thrusters are by expelllng propellant, while those from reactlon wheels

are by altering their angular speeds with electric motors. Control moment

gyroscopes are rapldly spinning wheels whose axes may be reoriented relative to the

spacecraft. Magnetic coils also use electric current to produce magnetic dipole mo-

ments which lnteract with the earth’s magnetic field to produce torques. Some attl-

tude control systems consist of a combination of the aforementioned control devices.

ln general, external thrusters, used to generate large torques, and reactlon wheels,

for small torques, are popular in spacecraft attltude control because they are easy to

design and implement [1].

Small·angIe attltude control maneuvers of rigid spacecraft can be treated by

Ilnear optimal regulator theory, while large-angle optimal rotatlonal maneuvers so far

have no standard solution method. Due to the nonlinearity of the system equations

associated with large-angle rotatlon, the optimal attltude control problem as derived

from Pontryagin’s Principle or the calculus of variations is a nonlinear two·point

boundary·value problem (NTPBVP) conslstlng of twlce the number of equatlons as In

the original system with split boundary conditions. An lterative or numerlcal method
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ls generally required to solve the problem. Although a complete closed-loop feed-

back control ls desirable, it is difficult to formulate. As the constralned differentlal

equatlons are coupled nonlinear equatlons, some linearizatlon and transformatlon

techniques are needed to approximate the closed-loop transltion matrix, and they

may be only appllcable to some special cases [2-7].

Of all the available computing methods, no single solution technique can solve

most of the optimal spacecraft attitude control problems. A number of algorlthms for

solvlng large-angle fixed-final-time maneuvers have been proposed [8-14]. Junkins

and Turner [8] presented a relaxatlon procedure to solve problems with uncon-

strained external torque controls. Skaar and Kralge [9] used the same approach for

the problems with unconstralned and constralned control torques generated by re-

actlon wheels. The procedure, summarlzed as a differentlal correctlon algorithm

similar to that of Reference [10], begins by llnearizing state-costate equations about

a closed-form single-axis solution. Then through the correctlon of initial costates by

minlmizing an augmented final-state errors function with respect to the change of in-

itial costates, the initial costates are updated and a solution is found when the value

of errors function ls less than a small preset positive number. Vadali [11] applied

the method of particular solutions for problems with external thrusters and internal

l reactlon wheels. The maneuver trajectory is found by llnearly superlmposing a set

of particular solutions, which were generated by directly integrating the

quasilinearlzed state-costate differentlal equatlons. The dlfflculty encountered with

the methods used in [8-10] is to provide a fairly good initial estimate of the unknown

initial costates or motion trajectories. Hales, Flügge, and Lange [12] used a discrete

steepest-descent method to solve for minimum-fuel attitude control problems with

constralned external thrusters. Transformlng the integral cost functlonal into a sum-

matlon and guessing the switching times of the control trajectory, they applied a
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steepest-decent technique to find a train of pulse·like control solution. The

minimum-fuel attitude control problem was also treated by Wolske [13] by a llnear

programming strategy, and an approxlmate optlmal trajectory was derived.

Thompson [14] applied the method of asymptotlc perturbatlon, which numerlcally

perturbs the differentlal equations, but showed little or no practical application to the

large-angle maneuver.

The solutions for improvlng the optlmal attitude control strategy of rlgid

spacecraft have been ldentlfied ln the above revlew of existing work and are now

summarlzed. The fallure of numerical methods for solving the NTPBVP usually stems

either from a poor initial guess of the optlmal solutlon, which causes the iteration to

dlverge, or from an overly slow convergence rate. One of the objectives of this re-

search is to lmprove the solution rellabillty of the NTPBVP associated with nonllnear

optlmal attitude control of rlgid spacecraft. Two approaches are proposed to increase

the convergence rate and reduce the number of iteratlons of numerical methods. The

first approach is the development of a systematic way to design a good Initial nominal

solutlon, The second ls to comblne two different methods, one with low sensitlvity

to the initial guess but a slow final convergence rate and the other with a fast final

convergence rate but high sensitlvity to the initial guess. Such a hybrid technique

utilizes their advantages while ellmlnatlng their disadvantages [15].

s
The nonllnear optlmal control law derlved from the numerical methods cannot

correct state errors introduced during the control period. The second objectlve of this

work is to design a nelghboring optlmal guidance scheme which is able to take the

perturbed trajectory to the desired manifold by tracking a given optimal trajectory in

real time. This off-Ilne optlmal trajectory planning and on·line near-optimal guidance

strategy may shed new light on the solution of general spacecraft attitude maneuvers.
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The following dissertation is divlded into six subsequent chapters. ln Chapter

2, several commonIy·used dlrect and lndlrect iteratlon methods and their applications

are illustrated and discussed through an optimal control example. Chapter 3 includes

the derlvations of the dynamlcal model that governs the attitude motions of rigid

spacecraft with multiple Internal and external torque mechanisms. The optimal

multi-axls attitude control of rigid spacecraft with external torque mechanisms

aligned in three principal body axes is discussed in Chapter 4. Several strategies for

the construction of starting trajectorles associated with the method of particular sol-

utlons are compared through the examples of spacecraft reorientation. The coupling

of a first-order gradient method with the method of particular solutions is also pre-

sented and examples whlch demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach are given.

In Chapter 5, the problem of optimal attitude control of spacecraft with Internal re-

actlon wheels is also treated by the method of particular solutions alone and by the

hybrid approach. A real-time near-optimal guidance scheme for formulatlng a

nelghborlng optimal trajectory along a glven optimal trajectory ls presented in Chap-

ter 6 and a numerlcal example ls provided. Flnally, ln Chapter 7, the results of this

research are summarlzed and examined, and topics for further research are sug-

gested.

l
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CHAPTER 2

COMPUTING METHODS FOR SOLVING
TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

Using any iterative solution technique for solving a NTPBVP associated with an

optimal control problem, one must formulate an initial nominal solution which may

satisfy a certain combination of (1) the constraint differential equations, (2) the opti-

mality conditions, and (3) the initial and final boundary conditions, or none of the

above, depending upon the characteristics of the technique. Then through iterative

procedures, an optimal solution which satlsfies the boundary conditions and all the

constraint conditions may be found. The solution reliabllity depends not only on the

numerical methods employed but also on the formulation of a good starting solution

based upon knowledge of the physical system. ln general, all the iteration methods

reported in the area of solving optimal control problems can be categorized as either

direct or indlrect [16,17].

Several commonly·used iteration methods are reviewed and discussed ln this

chapter. These methods fall into groups of similar fundamental character. Together,

they span most the spectrum of the iteration methods. The formulatlons, presented

in general terms, are directly applicable to this research. An example of an optimal

control problem consisting of two coupled nonlinear tirst—order ordinary differential

i equatlons is provided to demonstrate the characteristics of these methods.

2.1 Statement of the Optimal Control Problem

A general optimal control problem of a dynamlcal system can be formulated in

vector form as follows. For a given set of n-order nonlinear state equatlons

6



g(t) = f(g(t),g(t), t) 0 < t < t, (2.1)

with the specified initial and final boundary conditions

x(¤) - a -
x(¢«) =· tz- (22)

the optimal control task ls to find an optimal trajectory which transfers the system

from the initial states to the final states while minimizlng the cost functional

irJ- O F(x(().u(¢)„ ¢)dt + ~l¤(x(¢«)) (2-3)

where gandy are the state vector of order n and the control vector of order m, re-

spectlvely. The vectors 5 and 5 are constant and of order n, and the final time t, is

fixed. The Hamlltonian of the system ls defined as

H - F(x(¢)-u(t)- 0 + &T/(x(¢)-u(¢)- 0 (2-4)

where J, ls the Lagrange multipller or costate vector of order n. The flrst·order nec-

essary condltlons of optlmallty are [18]

· öHM!) ax (2-5)

8H
- au 0 (2.6)

Together, Eqs. (2.1), (2.5), and the boundary conditions (2.2) form a NTPBVP. Any

solution to this NTPBVP also has to satlsfy the optimality condition (2.6) ln order to

be a solution candidate for the optimal control problem. The boundary conditions are

spllt between initial and final states, but no boundary condition is specified in the

I 1



costates. Thus any forward or backward numerical integration is impossible until the

missing costate conditions are determined.

2.2 Dlrect Methods

In the case of direct methods, iterative gradient techniques are applied in the

function space In the search for extremals of the cost functional. A sequence of de-

scent dlrectlons is made and the control is successively modified until a minimum

value of the cost functlonal Is achleved.

First-Order Gradlent Method (FOGM)

A typlcal method ln the category of direct methods ls the first-order gradient

method. Varled derivatlons of the flrst·order gradient method can be found ln differ-

ent llteratures [16,19]; however, the results are fundamentally the same. The formu-

Iatlon presented below ls modified from Merrlam [20]. A penalty term is added to the

cost functlonal such that the fixed final boundary conditions are treated as free

boundarles, and the final time is fixed. The cost functlonal ln Eq. (2.3) ls rewritten as

follows:

‘«
. 1J- jl lIH(x(¢)„u(!)„J.(¢)„ 0 - Arxldt + E- (x(¢«)—lz)'M(x(#«)—b)|„.„, (2-7)

where Q is the desired final boundary condition and the penalty matrix M is diagonal

with large positive elements. The iterative final boundary x(t,) can be forced tcward

Q by lncreaslng the values of the diagonal elements of M so long as no numerical

slngularity occurs. The functions then can be expanded by Taylor series about the

a



prevlous iteratlon, provided the changes in system variables are small between two

consecutlve lteratlons. Let

H'+· 2 H·+ä6„+é*i6„+éi6.;
öQ -

2'+‘ — 2'

where Q can be 5, Q, ,1, or 5. Accordingly, the (I + 1)** iteration of the cost functlonal

(2.7) can be expressed by neglectlng second- and higher-order terms as

Q I I I
.1'+’ g .1'+ I [%ÖX+"Q"iTÖ_([+@ÖÄ,_ - ö,lT5' - (2)*6236:

6 65 öu öl (2.8)

Substltutlng the state and costate equations into Eq. (2.8) yields

Q I
.1'*’ e .1'+ I gäög dt (2.9)

0 u

Let the new bcundary conditions of the problem be

x(°) ·= R • ·l(¢«) = M(x(¢«) -12)

and Eq. (2.9) ls thus reduced to

Q I
.1'+‘ - .1' g

I #62 dt (2.10)
0 öu

To establish a descent property for the iteration to reach a minimum, we choose

s



öy== -0:Älé 0<a$1 (2.11)
öu

and update the (1+ 1)th control history by

y’*‘
-

g' - aiw} (2.12)
öu

The method is largely independent of the initial guess. It has the property of fast

convergence in the first few iterations and slow final convergence. However, if the

undetermlned step size 0: and the constants in the penalty matrix are not properly

chosen, the trajectory may oscillate from one iteration to the next without actually

reduclng the cost functional [21].

Second-Order Gradient Method (SOGM)

A natural extension of the FOGM is the inclusion of the second·order varlatlon

terms in the expansion of the cost functional which is to be minimized. Several ver-

sions of the second·order gradient method and their modiflcatlons are dlscussed in

[22]. The advantages of the second·order gradient method over the FOGM are the

fast convergence rate near an optimal solution and, as side products, the lmpllcit

checks of the convexity, normallty, and conjugate-point conditions, which are the

sufficlent conditions for the trajectory to be a local minimum [16,17]. Also, the step

size a may be automatically determined and the penalty function can be dropped with

the trajectory satlsfylng the final boundary conditions exactly in the final stage of lt-

eratlons [23]. The disadvantages are the excessive programming effort and memory

requirement, difficulty in the inversion of the Hessian matrix, convergence only near

an optimal solution, and the convexity condition, which requires that the nominal

10



solutlon has the condition ö*H/ögf > 0 at all time during the Iteratlon process. An

Initial nominal solution close to the optimal solution is required to insure successful

convergence of the method.

Conjugate Gradlent Method (CGM)

The conjugate gradlent method is a modified algorithm of the first—order gradlent

method which attempts to combine the advantages of both fIrst·order and second-

order methods while at the same time elimlnatlng some of their dlsadvantages. Many

different versions of this method have been reported [24], and they all possess the

same two processes. One Is to generate a sequence of directlons which are

orthogonal or conjugate to each other with respect to 8*J/6,44* . The other ls to perform

a sequence of one-dlmensional searches along each conjugate direction for a mini-

mum, which subsequently becomes the new starting search point for the next conju-

gate direction.

An algorithm based on the work of Fletcher and Reeves [25] Is introduced In the

following. No evaluation of the second-order term ls required. Glven an Initial esti—

mated control history y°(t) , the step sizes and directlons of reducing the cost func-

tlonal can be determlned by

all- —% ¤¤d d¤=.q¤
um _ ui + um
oz, =¤ ez which mlnlmizes H(u' + ad,) (2,13)
$+1 “‘ TS: + ßldi

ßl
_ gl:-'l’.?l+1

EI .81
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where H° is the system Hamiltonian associated with the starting solution, _g, is the

gradlent of H' with respect to y' , and i= 1, 2, 3, ls the lteration number. Though

the step sizes and descent dlrectlons can be determlned automatically ln the iteratlon

procedures, difficultles still remain in satisfying the specified final boundary condi-

tions completely and in searching for a minimum point along a conjugate direction

accurately. The first dlfficulty ls due to the fact that the final boundary conditions

must be treated by a penalty function. The latter is because the method is quite

sensltlve to the accuracy of the minimum in each direction, which ls necessary for

each search direction to be conjugately orthogonal. A good line search routine is

essential to the success of the method. Generally, the CGM ls not preferable unless

the problem at hand has more than hundreds of variables [21].

2.3 lndlrect Methods

With lndlrect methods, the state and costate differential equations are coupled

by substitutlng the costates for the control variables through the use of necessary

conditions of optimality. The constraint differential equations are then linearized

about a proposed nominal solution, and the specified boundary values are utillzed to

yleld a better estimate of the missing boundary values and a new nominal solution.

The Method of Partlcular Solutions (MPS)

The MPS reported by Miele and lyer [26] is a similar version to the general

Newton-Raphson method [23]. To lllustrate the basic idea of this method, the state-

costate equations are rewritten as

ZU) = g(y(!)) . 0 S t St, (2.14)
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with split boundary conditions

y(0), = a, (i= 1, 2, ..., p)
(215)CCM!.) = lz ‘

where y
-

(5, J,)" is a 2n x 1 vector, [C] is a known q x 2n constant matrix, Q is a given

q x 1 vector, and p + q == 2n. A nominal solution j(t) is chosen and may satisfy the

initial boundary conditions only. Let y(t) = j(t) + öy(t), where y(t) is a solution sat-

isfying Eq. (2.14) and boundary conditions (2.15) to the first order. Linearizing Eq.

(2.14) gives

.. Ö9
g
-

g(y)+—£öy+... Oststf (2.16)

The unknown öy term in Eq. (2.16) represents the first-order deviation between a

nominal solution and an optimal solution. We may also substitute öy = y — Q into

Eq. (2.16) and obtain

.. @ ”) „
y= Ostst, (2.17)

ldeally, the nominal solution is close to the desired optimal solution, ln whlch case

the first-order devlatlon ls truly small and the linearlzation of the equatlons ls valid to

the first order. ln practice, however, the initial nominal solution may not be close to

an optimal solution. A scaling factor 6, where 0 < 6 s 1, is introduced to control the

deviation, y —
Z , to prevent y from changing too rapidly in a given iteratlon. To for-

mulate the optimal solution, let

Z! ·xJ(¢) l= 1.2. .... q+1

13



denote q+1 particular solutions obtained by forward numerical solution of Eq. (2.17)

with the following q+1 sets of initial conditions:

yI(0)==·a,. f=1.2. .... p. j=1.2. ..., q+1

y!l,+ll(0) = ölll, k ==1,2,...,q, j = 1,2, ..., q+1

where öl, Is the Kronecker delta. Because the differential equatlon (2.17) is llnear,

we can obtaln another nominal solution by superlmposing the q+1 particular sol-

utions which satlsfy Eq. (2.17),

n+1

xl!) =
Z/<)x’(0

(2-18)
;-1

where the q +1 constants kl can be determlned by imposing the boundary conditions

(2.15) and solvlng the following q +1 linear algebraic equatlons

q+1 q+1

Zkl = 1 and [C] Zklylül) = Q (2.19)
1-1 1-1

Then the new nominal solution is used to formulate another set of particular sol-

utlons, and an optimal solution may finally be constructed.

The MPS has been shown to be attractive In solvlng optimal control problems

with many degrees of freedom. lt has a quadratic convergence rate [22] near the

optimal solution. However, Ilke any other lndlrect method, the inherent computa-
i.

tional dlfflculty with the MPS is to provide an initially near·optimal solution. This

unique requirement ls a direct result of the characteristics of the mathematlcal model.

The coupled state and costate first—order variational equatlons are actually adjoint

14



dlfferentlal equatlons linearlzed about an extremal solution. Either set of equatlons

has an exponentially decreasing behavior, and the other set possesses an exponen-

tlally lncreasing behavior. This unstable phenomenon often causes direct integration

of the system equatlons to fall and makes the method very sensitive to the initial

guess. Moreover, small errors from guessing the unspecifled initial costates may

produce blow-up errors in the state or costate final boundaries [27].

Because of this starting difficulty, a robust and practical modification of this it-

erative algorithm must include a front end processor which can generate a near-

optlmal solution in a few iteratlons. A feasible approach is to use a gradient method

llke the FOGM, which has the characteristics of fast lnltal convergence and also

demonstrates low sensitlvity toward initial guesses. A combination of the two may

create a strong and fast-convergence numerlcal method in solving the NTPBVP of

optlmal control maneuvers [14,28].

Several lndlrect methods which have similar formulatlon and convergence rate

are summarlzed In [11,14]. The MPS will be used in this research, and the results

galned may be also applicable to other lndlrect methods.

2.4 Numerical Example

The following example ls chosen to illustrate and compare the methods dis-

cussed in the previous sections. We seek to minlmize the cost functional

1J -
lf u2(t)dt —
2 0

subject to the constraint equatlons

15



*1 = · x,x2+ U

x. - gv? — ¤§>
and the boundary conditions

x,(0) = 1 x,(1) * -0.7
x2(0) = -0.3 x2(1) = 1

From Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), the costate equations are

*1 ' x2)·1°x1Ä'2
A2 * X1Ä1 +X2Ä2

and the optlmallty condition for a solution ls

U + Ä1 * 0

Using Eq (2.17) to llnearize the state-costate equations yield

*1 " * (*1*211 + *1:1*2 * *1:1*2:1) + V

*2 " *1*1:1 + *2*2:1 *% (*1:1 * *::1)

*2wherex, and .1, are the solutions, and x,„ and :1,,, are the nominal solutions, as previ-

ously defined ln Section 2.3. Four methods, FOGM, FOGM with line search, CGM, and

MPS were applied to this example. The same tlme step, 0.01, and starting nominal

solution, Ilnear between the initial and final states, were used for all the methods.

For FOGM, the control step cz ls fixed at 8 x
10·‘°

and the penalty matrix diagonal el-

ements at 5 x 10°. Also, to compare FOGM with line search routine and CGM, the

quadratlc function was used in both methods, the initial control step size is set at

0.002, and the diagonal elements of the penalty matrix are given the value of 5000.

By assuming that the cost functlonal can be approximated by a quadratlc function

1 near the minimum along a descent direction, we define

J(¤1)=-= uf + bu, + c (2.20)

16



where J(u,) ls the cost functlonal, u, is the control variable, and j = I-1, I, I+1 with

J(u,) being the smallest among the three consecutlve values. The approxlmate mini-

mum along a descent direction may be determined by solving the constants b and c

in Eq. (2.20). However, if the approximation Is not close to the minimum, as it can be

percelved ln the example, the method will not converge. The iteratlon results are

compared ln Table 2.1, and the optimal trajectory of the example is shown In Fig 2.1.

The iteratlon process was terminated for the FOGM with line search and the CGM at

58 and 20 Iterations, respectlvely, because of failure of the algorithms to progress

toward the optimal solutlon. The value of .1,(t) is about one order higher than the

value of x,(t) so that even if the trajectory is uncomplicated the iteration process does

not converge easily.

2.5 Concludlng Remarks

Different types of gradlent methods have been dlscussed in this chapter. The

FOGM has shown several advantages over other gradlent methods, namely, the for-

mulations are stralghtforvvard and simple and the convergence requirements are not

contlngent upon a good initial estlmate as a starting condition. Furthermore, the

technique assures that the cost functional to be minimized decreases after each it-

eration. The major dlsadvantage of this type of method, as discussed previously, is

its slow convergence as the optimal trajectory is approached.

ln contrast, the MPS, like the other indirect methods, Is sensitive to the initial

estlmate but converges quadratlcally near an optimal solution. The FOGM and CGM
i

using a linear search routlne may not be effective in formulatlng an optimal trajectory.

i
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Table 2.1 Comparison of Methods for Example 2.1

No. of Iterated State Iterated State
lterations x«(1) xz(1)

FOGM with
Llne Search 58 -0.59261 0.81634

CGM 20 -0.97567 -0.13831

FOGM 21 -0.70001 1.00000

MPS 9 -0.70000 1.00000
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Figure 2.1 Optimal Trajectory for Example 2.1
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Even with a good llne search routlne, the computing time spent on searching for

mlnlma along the sequence of descent directions can be very costly. From the nu-

merlcal results given ln Table 2.1, the FOGM, whlch has a linear convergence speed

[29], combined with the MPS can be a fast and rellable lteration algorlthm ln solvlng

a general nonllnear two-point boundary-value problem.

Detailed discussions of varlatlons of the dlscussed methods can be found In the

literature [30,31] and are not repeated here. Other methods, such as Chebyshev

polynomlals, flnite difference method, and dynamic programming, have limited ap-

pllcatlons ln this case [11,22] elther because of their dimenslonallty problems or na-

tural Ilmltatlon to the high-order nonllnear problems and will not be dlscussed further.
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_ CHAPTER 3

ATTITUDE MOTIONS OF RIGID SPACECRAFT

Before discusslng the problem of spacecraft attitude dynamlcs and control, we

need to determine how to specify the orientation of the spacecraft during the ma-

neuver. Direction cosines, Euler angles, and Euler parameters are commonly used

for the klnematlcs of rotatlon. For large·angle rotatlons, three parameters are re-

quired to specify the orientation of a rigid body in inertial space; however, in order to

avoid numerlcal difficulties, at least four variables are needed to specify the angular

motlon. Euler parameters, which are associated with Euler’s Theorem and contain

four variables (once·redundant), have been recognized as the most useful ones for

spacecraft large·angle rotatlonal motlon. Unlike Euler angles or direction cosines

which suffer from nonllnear trigonometric functions and slngularity problems, the

time rates of change of Euler parameters are linear with respect to angular veloclty

components and are computatlonally free from slngularity problems [32,33,34]. The

Euler·parameter representatlon of the orientation will be used throughout this re-

search.

3.1 Kinematlcs of Rotatlonal Motions

As stated In EuIer’s Principal Rotatlonal Theorem, one can describe a general

rlgld·body rotation from any initial orientation to an arbitrary final orientation by a

single rotation of the body through a principal angle <D about a principal axis [ fixed

both in the body and in inertial space. Let the Euler parameters be defined as [32]
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where the I, are directlon coslnes of the prlnclpal axis of rotation. Note that the ß,

satlsfy the constraint

6
Xp} - 1 (3.2)
I-0

If the history of the body angular veloclty is known, then the rate of change of the ß,

are given by

Q - lI6(«>)]Q (3.3)

where

0 *W1 *W2 "W3

T 1 W1 0 W3 "W2
v [G(w)] “

E-
r03 -603 0 601

W3 W2 *W1 0

and the 60, are principal body·axls components of angular velocity. As mentioned

earller, the differentlal equations (3.3) are linear and involve no trlgonometric func-

tlons. Although the tlme·dependent coefflclents in Eq. (3.3) preclude analytica! sol-

utlons, the constraint Eq. (3.2) can be used to check numerical accuracy when

problems are solved by computer.

3.2 Rlgid Sgacecraft Attitude Dynamics with Reaction Wheels

Interna! reactlon wheels and external expansion jets are two commonly used
° torque-generating mechanisms in spacecraft attitude control. The equations of atti-

22



tude motlon of a rlgid spacecraft using these two mechanisms are formulated in this

section. The angular momentum with respect to the system center of mass C of the

N-wheel spacecraft of Fig. 3.1 can be expressed as follows [35]:

fl

uc-um+ Zum (3-4)
I•1

where [ic ls the total angular momentum of the system,

um
-j‘

Q x Q dm (3.5)
Body

is the body angular momentum vector of the spacecraft with respect to C excludlng

the wheels, and [:[°"° is the angular momentum vector of the l°• wheel referenced to
C. For a rlgid spacecraft,

é
_ ums X E,

which leads to

or ua;c= ma¤¤y{~wa}
Body

where "gf is the angular velocity of the spacecraft, Q is the position vector of dm

relative to C, -
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BWV/11 /12 /13
[GEW

" /21 /22 /26
/61 /62 /66

Is the body moment of inertla matrlx referenced to C, and {"wß} = {w,, (1:,, w,} are the

components of spacecraft angular veloclty. The angular momentum of the
l°•

wheel

W, can be expressed as

dm (3.6)
M

where 2, is the position vector of dm ln terms of coordlnates g, fixed on the
i‘*

wheel,

and r, is the posltlon vector of the center of mass C, of the
i°‘

wheel relative to C.

Expanding Eq. (3.6) gives

[ic'/°==((;,x£,)‘[ dm
+5,xj*

2,dm—[,x‘[ 2,dm+j· (2,x2,)dm
M M M M

Note that

'[g,dm¤=O, j‘2,dm=0 and j-dm=·Mw,
W1 Wr M

where M„, is the total mass of the l* wheel. Let fw(2, x 2,)dm be expressed in terms
I

of body fixed coordinates Q and rewrite the sum of the wheel angular momenta with
( respect to C as

i
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l‘l Ilh

Elf/° = ZM„,<¤ >< :1) + 2¤w;l°/°[ {"«>°} +
{"¤‘”¤]

tw)
l¤1 /"1 Int

where

clc/11 /12 /16 '
u„„g°·'°

-· /21 ¤„ /23
/61 /62 /66

is the moment of inertia of
i°‘

wheel referenced to C in Q , and ('/Q"'} is the angular

velocity of P" wheel in terms of Q. A transformation also exists that

{ugw,}
_ U.]c,;c{c,Qw,}

where [T]°"° ls the 3 x 3 transformation matrix from coordlnates g, fixed on the l°•

wheel to body-flxed coordlnates Q, and
{°'Q‘”'}

ls the angular velocity of
i°•

wheel in

g. Let

cl = *1/21 + M22 + ZJ26

and

The total angular momentum of the N wheels (3.7) can be written as
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Il 11 fl

=- (6.6)
1:1 1:1 1:1

where

(y? + Z?) —Xm —X)Z)
[Kl] =· Mw, -Xm (X? + Z?) —y)Z)

—X)Z) —y)Z) (X? + y?)

Substltutlng Eq. (3.6) and (3.8) lnto (3.4) and rearranging the equatlon, we can then

express the total angular momentum Eq. (3.4) as

Uc =lICl{”<¤°} +cA1(¤) (3.9)

where

h

m - m°°°" + 2(vw,1°·'° + IIKLI} .
1:1

and

ls a 3n x 1 vector of reactlon wheel angular speeds. From the Transport Theorem, the

tlme rate of change of the total momentum is
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d
.¢lc=···5%lR+mXl:lc (3.10)

where U, ls the vector of external torque. Expanding Eq. (3.10) ylelds

Llc =· U]{ä>} + lI^]{¢} + [<7>]U]{w} + lI<7][^]{9} (3-11)

where

0 *G03 (D2

[Ö] * wa 0 'wi
""G)2 (D1 0

· Equations (3.3) and (3.11) represent the general attitude motion of a rigid spacecraft

with internal reactlon wheels and external torque mechanisms.

3.3 Concluding Remarks

The attltude equations of motion for a rigid spacecraft have been formulated.

The control devlces modeled include expansion jets and reactlon wheels. The prob-

lem of any coupling to the motion of the center of mass ls not considered in this work.
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CHAPTER 4

RIGID SPACECRAFT GENERAL ATTITUDE MANEUVERS
WITH OPTIMAL EXTERNAL CONTROL TORQUES

General nonllnear optimal control problems usually must be solved by numer-

lcal methods. The solution conditions for such problems are always cast in the form

of boundary—value problems. The MPS discussed in Chapter 2 has shown some ef-

fectiveness in solving the NTPBVP [11] with many degrees of freedom, but it also re-

quires a good initial estimate to achieve convergence. To increase the solution

reliability of the MPS, four strategies designed to estimate the best possible starting

or nominal solution are presented in this chapter. The starting solution may be made

based upon knowledge of the physical system; however, a good estimate is quite

improbable if the trajectory of the maneuver is nonlinear. To circumvent the difficulty,

the hybrid approach of combining the FOGM with the MPS to utilize the best features

of each ls also presented. Two numerical examples of general optimal attitude ma-

neuver problems for an externally-torqued rigid asymmetric spacecraft are chosen for

comparing the methods.

4.1 Externally-Torgued Rigid Sgacecraft Attitude Motions

The governing equations of attitude motion for a rigid, externally torqued

spacecraft in body·fixed principal axes system are now formulated. Using Eq. (3.3)

and (3.4) of Chapter 3 and eliminating the reaction-wheel terms ln Eq. (3.11) give

E - E6<«>)J2 (4.1)
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. U1
W1.

U2
W2.

U3
W3 * "'•/3W1W2 + T3

The w, are principal body·axis components of angular velocity, the I, are principal

mass moments of lnertla, the U, are principal components of the external torque, the

ß, are Euler parameters, and

/3-I3 I, -/3 /2-/1
J

-
l- , J == *·— , J =¤ ————‘l

I1 2 I2 3 I3

Also, the ß, satisfy the constraint Eq. (3.2). Equatlons (4.1) and (4.2) represent the

kinematlcs and klnetics of rotation for a rlgid externally·torqued spacecraft.

4.2 Ogtlmal Control Problems

Problem Formulations

To reorient a spacecraft from a known lnitlal state to a specified final state at

time t,, the external torques U, may be minimized in the sense of the commonly used

cost functional

lv
J = -;- fo

[U$(t) + U§(t) + U§(t)] dt

The Hamiltonian for the system is
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H = % (uf + u§ + u§) + ,1% + fg (4.3)

where ,1 and I are the seven costates or Lagrange multlpliers. The first—order nec-

essary conditions of optimality for the optimal maneuver derived via Pontryagln's

Prlnclple are

· 8H.1,
aw, (I 1, 2, 3)

. öH
7-—··—·· ([-0,1,2,3)I aß]

Ä { 1au, 0 (I 1, 2, 3)

or

· 141 " Jzlzws + Jslswz + '§' (ßwo * ß0y1 ‘ ß372 + ß2Y3)
· 142 ' J14·1¢°6 + J3'13w1 + 'Q (ß2y0 + ß3y1 ‘ ß0y2 + ß1Y3) (4-4)
· 146 " J141w2 + J2·12¢°1 + E' (/1670 ‘ ß2Y1 + ß1Y2 " ßoY6)

g- [G(w)]Z (4.5)

with the optimality conditions

Ä:U,+T-0 (I-1,2, 3) (4.6)1

The state and costate equations are coupled through Eq. (4.6). Given the initial and

final boundary conditions specified on w, and ßl and the final time t,, Eqs. (4.1), (4.2),

and (4.4)·(4.6) form a NTPBVP.
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Condltlons for Optlmal Z(0

From the first·order necessary conditions of optimallty, there may exist an lnfi-

nite number of admlssible ZU) , but they are not totally arbitrary. As shown in [36],

Z(0 satisfylng the skew-symmetric dlfferential equation (4.5) must satisfy

r 2 r1 (!)1(f) =· C1 ¤¤d E (¢)1(¢) = C1 0

where C, and C, are constants. Also Z(0 aß a@(t), where a is a non-zero constant. If

2(0 =- a@(t), the Hamlltonlan of the system ls independent of @(0 because [G(w)] is

skew-symmetric. Let an admlssible 2 be

1- Iop + ög , (4.7)

where Z, ls an optimal solution and 61 ls the deviation between an admlssible sol-

utlon and an optimal solution. For an autonomous system, the Hamlltonlan ls con-

stant along an optimal trajectory [37], which implles

ö_gT[G(w)]@ = 0

and lt follows that

61· #E (4-8)

with constant p. Substltutlng 62 from Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.7) ylelds

Z
Z " Xop + FE

·
l

(4-9)

and the norm of Z can be found by premultlplying Eq. (4.9) with X"

ZTI ‘
2721111 + #2TE CV C? = Cgp + Zßkgpß +

#2 "
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Thus cf ls a function of p and has a stationary value at the optimal norm The

necessary condition for an optimal Z can be found by

ac“
I

¤ Zzgpß + 2p = 0 Ol' O (4.10)
u-0

4.3 Solution Procedures

A. Method of Particular Solutions (MPS)

Four strategies for formulating a good Initial nominal solution for the MPS (as a

stand—alone method) were investigated: -

Strategy 1: Use straight lines between the initial and flnal state boundary condi-

tions and constant costates (used in Reference [11]).

Strategy 2: Generate a torque-free solution by forward integration of the state dif-

ferential equations using initial state boundary conditions, modify this

solution by adding a function of time which ensures that the flnal

boundary conditions are met as well, and use constant costates. The

flnal boundary condition on ß, is not lmposed when findlng the new

nominal solution from the combination of trial solutions. Note that only

six Independent final boundary conditions may be lmposed when a new

nominal solution is formed by combining the trial solutions. Thus for

Strategy 2, the nominal solutions (other than the lnitlal nominal sol-

utlon) do not satisfy the final boundary condition on ß,.

as



Strategy 3: Same as Strategy 2, but lmpose the final boundary condition on ß, by

addlng to the trial solution combination for ß, a function of time which

ensures that the ß,(t,) condition ls met.

Strateqy 4: Same as Strategy 3, but impose the constraint equation (4.10) lnitially

(by appropriate choice of the initial 7, used in the trial solutions) and

finally (by addlng appropriate functions of time to the 7, trial solution

combination). For the initial nominal solution, use the modified

torque-free co, solutions in integrating Eq. (4.1) to form the ß, solutions,

which are then modified to satisfy the final boundary conditions.

The nominal solutions in Strategy 2 through 4 are modified using the following

equation:

t tx~(0 {X10) - li}; (¤(¢«) - ¤(¤)) + ¤(¤)]} (4-11)

where x,,(t) is the starting or nominal trajectory, x,(t) is the torque·free or old nominal

trajectory, x(0) ls the specified initial boundary condition, and x(t,) is the given final

boundary condition.

Because of the redundancy on ,8,, there are only six independent state variables

and thus we need only to formulate seven trial solutions ln the MPS.

Hybrid Approach

The FOGM has low convergence sensitivity to the initial nominal solution and

slow convergence rate near the optimal solution. In contrast, the MPS is sensitive to

the initial guess but converges efficiently as the optimal solution ls approached. US-
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Ing the FOGM first to produce a good lnitlal guess for the MPS to carry on further lt-

eratlons, we are able to design an efficient algorlthm with a hlgh successful

convergence rate. The hybrid procedure can be summarlzed as followsz

1. Use the lnltlal angular veloclty to generate torque·free trajectory.

2. Modify the trajectory to satlsfy the flnal angular veloclty. I

3. Use the modlfled w, trajectorles to generate nomlnal solutions for the

U, and ß, from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2).

4. To generate the nominal solutions for the .1, and y,. use the flnal boundary

conditions from the flnal penalty term ln FOGM and lntegrate Eqs. (4.4) and

(4.5) backwards from t = t,tot -= 0.

5. Determlne new U,„,, from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12).

6. Generate new state and costate trajectorles by using new U,„„, .

7. If the swltching crlterion ls satisfied, pass the solutlon over to MPS and use

Strategy 4to modified the comblned trial solutlons; if not, go to step 5.

4.4 Numerlcal Examgles

Two examples of detumbllng a spacecraft to pure spln on a single principal axis

are given In Table 4.1. The spacecraft ln Example 4.1 has lower lnltlal and flnal an-

gular velocltles and undergoes shorter maneuver times than In Example 4.2. As can

ss



Table 4.1 Two Case Conditlons for Motlon-to-Motion Maneuvers

Example 4.1

Prlnclpal Moments of Inertla (kg-m') I1 = 100 l«= 115 l¤== 136

lnltlal Angular Velocltles (rad/s) w1= 0.05 w«=· -0.04 (Ü3= 0.055

Flnal Angular Velocltles (rad/s) (Ü1= -0.015 w1= 0 w¤= 0

lnltlal Euler Parameters ß•== 1. ß1= 0 ß¤== 0 ß¤= 0

Flnal Euler Parameters ß•= 0.70711 ß1= 0.35355 ß«=· 0.35355 ß¤·= 0.5

Flnal Maneuver Tlme: from 30 to 130 seconds

Example 4.2

Inltlal Angular Velocltles (rad/s) w1 = 0.1 an =· 0.08 w1= 0.2

Flnal Angular Velocltles (rad/s) w1== 0 an- 0 w¤= 0.12

Flnal Maneuver Tlme: 150 seconds

Other system data are the same as in Example 4.1.
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be expected, the maneuver case given ln Example 4.2 is much more difficult to solve

than the ones ln Example 4.1.

The four starting and nominal solutlon strategies for the MPS in Section 4.3 were

lnvestlgated using Example 4.1 for various maneuver times, with all other given con-

ditions held constant. The results shown In Table 4.2 lndlcate a clear trend of lm-

provement as the more sophistlcated strategies are Implemented. Comparison of
E

Strategies 1 and 3 shows a doubling of the success rate from 43% to 86%. The one

case which failed with Strategy 3 was successfully solved with Strategy 4. Note that

the required number of lteratlons generally decreases as the improved strategies are

lncorporated.

The 130-second maneuver which failed with Strategy 4 was successfully solved

by the hybrid method with nine lteratlons for the FOGM and four lteratlons for the

MPS. The penalty matrix M ln Eq. (2.7) was held constant with a welght of 1000 for

the flnal co, and 100 for the final ß, and parameter cz in Eq. (2.11) was also held constant

at 0.001. The switching from the FOGM to the MPS was executed when the cost

functlonal of present lteratlon was greater than that of previous lteratlon, and the

trajectory from previous lteratlon was used as starting solution for the MPS. The time

required for 1 MPS lteratlon ls approximately equal to that required for 8 FOGM iter-

atlons.

The angular velocity, attltude, and optlmal control torques associated with the

130-second maneuver are shown ln Flgs. 4.1 through 4.3, and the trajectorles shown

ln each flgure are (a) the lnitlal nominal solution for the MPS, (b) the lnitlal nominal

solution for the hybrid method, (c) the trajectory at switching time in the hybrid

method, and (d) the final optimal trajectory.
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Table 4.2 Comparison of Strategies for Example 4.1

Strategy Maneuver No. of Convergence
Time (s) lterations

30 · No
40 5 Yes
50 1 1 Yes

1 60 8 Yes
70 - No
80 - No

100 - No
30 5 Yes
40 7 Yes

2 50 6 Yes
60 9 Yes
70 - No
30 5 Yes
40 4 Yes
50 5 Yes

3 60 5 Yes .
70 6 Yes
80 6 Yes

100 ~ No
30 3 Yes
60 4 Yes

4 100 5 Yes
120 6 Yes
130 - No

Hybrid 130 9 FOGM/4 MPS Yes
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By studylng these trajectories, we can flnd that, even with a poor initial estlmate,

the nomlnal trajectory (c) iterated from the FOGM has a closer shape and distance to

the optimal trajectory (d) than the trajectory (a), the one generated by Strategy 4, has.

Shown in Fig. 4.4 through 4.6 are the optlmal trajectorles for Example 4.2. Thls

150-second highly nonlinear trajectory with high angular velocity and many zero-

crossing further demonstrates the effectlveness of the hybrid approach.

The same spacecraft model and designated orientatlons 'glven in Example 4.1

were also used to test for the motion-to·rest, rest·to-motion, and rest-to-rest maneu-

ver cases. Under the same initial angular velocity and maneuver times as in Example

4.1, the same trend of Improvement as that shown in Table 4.2 has been found for the

motlon·to-rest case. The rest-to·motlon and rest-to·rest maneuver cases turned out

to be easier to solve than the previous two maneuver cases. For the same final an-

gular velocity as given in Example 4.1, only six lteratlons were required to solve the

130-second rest-to-motion altltude maneuver when using the MPS wlth Strategy 4.

The lteratlons required to solve the 180-second rest~to-rest case using the MPS with

Strategy 1 and 4 were four and three, respectlvely.

4.5 Concludlng Remarks

The convergence rate lncreases as the strategy_for the MPS becomes more so-

phlsticated. The rellablllty of the method of particular solutions has been

demonstrably improved by the use of (a) an improved initial nominal solution and (b)

an orthogonallty constraint between the Euler parameters and their corresponding

costates. Furthermore, the use of a modified first-order gradlent method as a 'front

end' for the MPS has proved to be productlve for all of the spacecraft optimal attltude

control problems attempted In this research.
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CHAPTER 5

OPTIMAL ATTITUDE MANEUVERS PROBLEMS FOR
SPACECRAFT WITH REACTION WHEELS

Reaction wheels are motor-drlven flywheels that can store or transfer momen-

tum. They are used on spacecraft to add stabllity against dlsturbance torques, to

provide and transfer momentum to the spacecraft body to execute slewing maneu-

vers, and to absorb cyclic torques. Due to the design capacity, reaction wheels are

suitable for low to medium angular rate attitude maneuvers. Support and frlctlon

wear problems prevent the wheels from being very heavy or running at very high

angular speeds; thus the momentum stored in the reactlon wheel may eventually

become so great that periodlc dumping ls required. A second set of torque generat-

ing devices, such as gas jets or magnetlc coils, is generally required for overall an-

gular momentum control.

Three reactlon wheels is the minimum number for three-axis spacecraft attitude

control. Each wheel axis may be aligned with the spacecraft principal axes. A fourth

wheel is sometimes used to provide safeguard against failure of one of the

orthogonal wheels. Using a reactlon wheel system as a stabilizlng and control device

has several advantages: (1) capability of continuous high-accuracy polnting control,

(2) no fuel consumptlon during attitude maneuvers and stability control, (3) fast, flex-

lble response partlcularly good for variable spin rate control [1].

In thls chapter, the optimal attitude maneuver problem of a rigid asymmetrlc

spacecraft with a three-wheel configuration is formulated and examples are solved

using the techniques dlscussed in the previous chapters.
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5.1 Sgacecraft Attitude Control with Three Reaction Wheels

Shown in Fig 5.1 [38] is a rigid asymmetric spacecraft wlth three reaction

wheels. Each ldentical wheel ls aligned along one of the principal axes. The total

angular momentum vector can be written from Eq. (3.9) as

Uc “' H1b1 + H2!22 + Ha-ba (5-1)

where

H1· l#>1+ lt-,91 (1 = 1- 2- 3) (5-2)

and

1, = 1{ + 1,,, + 2.1,,

is the component of the total principal moment of inertia of spacecraft, and

I; = component of moment of lnertla of the spacecraft excluding wheels
I„=¤· axlal moment of inertia of the wheels
J,,,=¤ transverse moment of inertia of the wheels
w, = component of spacecraft angular velocity

Q, = angular rate of im wheel

The total angular momentum vector ä is conserved in lnertlal space when no ex-

ternal torque ls present. The klnetlc equation (3.11) ls reduced to

0 ’ (1*1*1 + J1¤1 + (ls ‘ (2)‘¤2¢°s
+ Jagowz ' J2S12w3

0 (I1 * ,3)(D1(0a + J1Q1(Ü3 "Jaskwq0

Iad)3 +
Jaga + (I2 * l1)(01(D2 + J2£12(D1 * J1Q1(U2 1

The motor torque u, for
i"•

wheel can be derlved from
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d . ·¤,=qiMw,+9,)1 = Mw +9,) (5.4)

Also from Eq. (5.2)

/,19,- H1" llwl (5-5)

Substltutlng Eq. (5.4) and (5.5) into Eq. (5.3) gives

('1 ·· '«)ä>1 * • Ha(ß)<¤2 + Hz(ß)<¤a — “1
(,2 ' ’1v)¢b2 "

‘ H1(ß)¢°s + Ha(ß)‘°1 " U2 (5.6)
(ls '

’w)¢bs
"
“ H2(ß)w1 + H1(ß)w2 * us

where H,(ß) is function of Q, and

ß - lZ6(w)],Q (5.7)

5.2 Necessagy Conditions for Ogtimal Attitude Maneuvers

The previous performance index ls used here for minimlzing the motor torques

u, of the reactlon wheels:

¢,
.1 - Q- L

[u$(t) + u§(t) + u§(t)] ur

From the Hamiltonian of the system

H
- Q- (u$+u§+ u§)+,lTgi;+gTQ

where ,1 and Z are the seven costates or Lagrange multipliers, we again derlve the

following first-order necessary conditions of optimality from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6)
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Äl Q- (ß«v¤ — ß<>v• — ß¤v= + ß=v=•)
2 w 6 w

Ä2 Q- (ß=v¤ + ß¤v• —ß¤v=jg

=- [G(<¤)]3;

upxälü (i¤1,2,3)

5.3 Numerlcal Examgles

The optimal detumbllng problem for the spacecraft with reactlon wheels was

used here to test the same solution strategies presented in Chapter 4. Glven in Ex-

ample 5.1 ls an lnitlally tumbllng rlgld spacecraft which has three identlcal symmetrlc

wheels allgned along each principal axls of the spacecraft, and the angular speeds

of the wheels are zero lnltlally. The condltlons of Example 5.1 listed in Table 5.1 show

that the spacecraft moments of lnertia, initial orlentation, flnal orientation, and initial

angular veloclty used are similar to those of motlon·to·rest case in Example 4.1.

Listed in Table 5.2 are the lteratlon results using the MPS with the four strategies

presented ln Chapter 4 for solvlng Example 5.1 under different control periods.

Strategy 1 and 2 could only solve the 60-second case, while Strategy 4 managed to

solve all but the 100-second maneuver case. This ls a clear lndication that the usage

of the orthogonallty condition, Eq. (4.10), between the state Q and the costate Z has

substantlally Increased the convergence rate.
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Table 5.1 Test Cases for Optlmal Detumbllng Maneuvers

Example 5.1 Detumbllng of Spacecraft wlth Three Reaction Wheels

Spacecraft

Body Moments of Inertla (kg-m') I; = 100 I; == 115 I; = 136

Initial Angular Velocitles (rad/s) w«= 0.03 coz= -0.03 co¤= 0.06

Flnal Angular Velocitles (rad/s) co«= 0 w«=· 0 w¤= 0

Initial Euler Parameters ß¤=· 1. ß•= 0 ßz= 0 ß¤= 0

Flnal Euler Parameters ß•= 0.70711 ß«= 0.35355 ß¤== 0.35355 ß¤= 0.5

Reaction Wheels

Wheel Axlal Moment of Inertla (kg·m’) I, = 0.05

Wheel Transverse Moment of Inertla (kg·m*) J, = 0.025

Inltlal Wheel Angular Rates (rad/s) Q«= 0. Q¤= 0. Q¤= 0.

Flnal Wheel Angular Rates: unspecifled

Flnal Maneuver Time: from 20 to 100 seconds

I,‘
: Prlnclpal moments of Inertla of spacecraft excludlng wheels.
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Table 5.2 Comparison of Strategies for Example 5.1

Strategy Maneuver No. of Convergence
Time (s) lterations

20 · No
40 · No

1 60 9 Yes
80 · No

100 · No
20 - No
40 · No

2 60 7 Yes
80 · No

100 - No
20 · No
40 · No

3 60 4 Yes
80 13 Yes

100 · No
20 3 Yes
40 4 Yes

4 60 4 Yes
80 7 Yes

100 · No
Hybrid 100 30 FOGM/7 MPS Yes
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The 100-second maneuver case was successfully solved by the hybrid method

with 30 FOGM and 7 MPS iterations. The same final penalty matrix, the weight of 1000

for w, and 100 for ß,, used in Example 4.1 was used here again with control step size

fixed at 0.007. Shown in Flg.5.2 through 5.5 are the 100—second trajectories of angular

veloclty, attitude, wheel velocitles, and Internal torques with each figure Indicatlng (a)

the inltlal nominal solution with Strategy 4 for the MPS, (b) the initial nominal solution

for the hybrid method, (c) the trajectory at switchlng time ln the hybrid method, and

(d) the final optimal trajectory. From these flgures, we can also conclude that the

trajectory at switchlng time in the hybrid method is a better approxlmatlon to the op-

tlmal trajectory than the one generated by Strategy 4.

5.4 Concludlng Remarks

The results shown ln Table 5.2 lndlcate that the trend of convergence is similar

to that of the externally torqued spacecraft problems of Chapter 4 as the Improvement

strategies are applied. However, the maneuver times which can be solved for

spacecraft with internal reactlon wheels control problems are shorter than those of

externally torqued cases under similar boundary conditions. The dlfficulty of solvlng

spacecraft attitude control problem with reactlon wheels is due to the extra constralnt

condition that the magnltude of total angular momentum de ls constant during the

control period. This constralnt, which makes the time rate of change of angular ve~

loclty explicitly dependent upon the Euler parameters in the system equatlons, further

strengthens the nonllnear coupled effects among the state-costate equations and

causes the iteration process to diverge more easily. Nevertheless, the example

given In this chapter has high Initial angular velocity and should be a llmitlng case for

control devices using reactlon wheels. Because the moment of inertla of the wheels

sa
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is small, lt requires a high wheel speed or long control period to maneuver the

spacecraft. The first ls physically lmpractlcal for the wheel design and the second

makes the optimal control problem more difficult to solve.
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CHAPTER 6

REAL·TlME NEAR-OPTIMAL GUIDANCE STRATEGY

ln the presence of unknown input dlsturbances and measurement errors, the

system states may devlate from the optimal trajectory generated by the open-loop

control lntroduced prevlously. To correct the errors, a near-optimal guidance control

strategy ls presented ln this chapter which tracks the glven optimal trajectory during

the maneuver. This neighboring optimal guldance scheme [39,40,41], which takes the

perturbed states to the specified terminal manlfold and mlnlmlzes the perturbed per-

formance lndex, can be applied in real-time whenever the errors occur.

Through llnearlzatlon of the original nonllnear dynamic equatlons and the per-

formance lndex about a glven optimal trajectory, a typlcal guldance control problem

can be solved by the method of particular solutions ln one single lteratlon. A tracking

example ls also glven whlch shows that highly accurate tracking results can be

achleved.

6.1 Problem Formulatlon

Conslder a dynamlcal system described by the following vector dlfferentlal

equatlon

1i(() - f(x(¢)„ u(!)„ 0 (64)

movlng along an optimal trajectory with the boundary conditions x(0) and x(t,) with

and the final tlme t, specified. The state x(t), an n-dimensional vector, and control
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functlon y(t), an m·dimenslonal vector, must satlsfy the system equation and the

first-order necessary conditions of optimality

· r ä(A) ax
8H

= 0öu

The augmented cost functional is written as

9 T.J = [H- A x] dl
o

where the system Hamiltonian H is defined as ln Eq. (2.4). Suppose small state errors

_w(t,) are measured at tlme tl, where 0 < tl < t,. Our goal is to develop a real-time

control law which ellmlnates the errors at t, while followlng the optimal trajectory

closely. Although the guldance problem can be one with free final boundary condi-

tlons and variable final time [42,43], we consider the formulation for flxed final

boundary conditions and fixed final time. Let the perturbed quantitles be

x(¢) =-Z(¢) +w(¢)
11(0 - u(f) + M(¢)

where Z and _ü are the optimal state and control vectors, respectlvely. The

_w(t) and y(t) are understood to be the state and control perturbations öx(t) and ö_u(t)

which satlsfy the variatlonal dlfferential equation

KU) =Äw(#) +?„l¢(¢) (6-2)

where
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·; =
öf(2••.ü)

7 =
öf(Z„E)

" öx
’ ”

öu

Assumlng that all the functions are twlce differentable and that 6*H/öu* ls non-singular

[44], we can expand the augmented cost functlonal by a TayIor’s series expansion to

second order along an optimal trajectory

1 6
JG + 11,17 + 1) =· Jo?. E) + E- [11%,,,11 + 211’H,,„1 + 1’H„„1] dt (6.3)

t1

where the flrst·order terms are dropped as they satisfy the ürst·order necessary

conditions of optlmallty, and

Ä _ @“~<Z. E) Ä _1 6“H<2’. E) Ä _ 6'~<Z.¤>
Xx ax;) • Xu öxög

• uu öuz

Instead of mlnlmlzlng the original cost functlonal, we now minimize the second-order

perturbed quantitles of the cost functlonal from t, to t, , The augmented varlatlonal

cost functlonal ls defined as

tf
rJ2 - [H2 — { xézldf ( (6-4)

¢1

where H1 is the Hamiltonian of the perturbed system and is defined as

H L 1*** r"‘ r" r
” ”

2= 2 (11 H,„,„11+211 H„„1+1 H„„1)+§ (f,11+f,,1)
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The Q is the variatlonal costate vector. Through the calculus of variations or

Pontryagln’s Princlple, the variatlonal costate equatlon is

Ä- — (Lw — ÜÄ — Ü„„M (6-6)

and the optlmality condition is

E T ”

or the perturbation control function can be written as

1- — /7$(t7„„w+?-ÜÄ) (6-7)

The formulation becomes one of solvlng the accessory minimum problem associated

with the calculus of variations. However, the assumptlons that the problem satisfies

the strong form of the Legendre·Clebsch condition and possesses no conjugate point

over the entire lnterval are made [45,46]. Substitution of Eq. (6.7) into Eqs. (6.2) and

(6.5) ylelds

M!) - A(0u(¢) — B(¢)Ä(¢) (6 8)ÄU) = — C(¢)w(¢) — ^(¢)TÄ(¢) '

where

Aa) ' E',

am - wal?
cw * Hxx " HxuHuLHux

The system equations are linear with time·varying coefficient matrices. Equatlon (6.8)

with the boundary conditions
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¥!(t1) = H1 • WU:) “‘ 0 (6·9)

is a linear two-point boundary-value problem.

6.2 Near-Optimal Guidance Algorlthm

The linear two-point boundary-value problem can be easily solved by the
l

method of particular solutions in one lteratlon [26]. Now that 5(t) is a n x 1 vector,

we need a set of n+1 particular solutions to form the solution of Eq. (6.8). Followlng

the formulation given In Chapter 2, we define n+1 particular solutions

El¤Bl(t), j= 1,2,...,n+ 1

which are obtained by forward Integration of Eq. (6.8) from t, to t, subject to the con-

dltlons

wf(t,)•w' ]=1,2, ..., n+1, /-1,2, ..., n
I (6.10)

f,(t1)==öj„ j=¤1,2,...,n+1, k== 1,2, ...,n

where w' ls the P" element of the inltlal boundary vector _w(t,) and 6, denotes the

Kronecker delta. Slmple substltutlon will show that the linear combination of the n +1

particular solutions

n+1
g(f) =¤ Zlkjg/(t) (6.11)

/-1 ‘

does lndeed satisfy Eq. (6.8). Substitutlng boundary conditions into Eq. (6.11), we can

determine the n+1 scalar constants k, from the following n+1 linear algebraic

equatlons
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n+1 n+1
Zk! = 1 and Zkpktf) = 0 i= 1, 2, ..., n
/-1 /-1

6.3 Sgacecraft Attitude Guidance Maneuvers

The rlgld external|y·torqued spacecraft given in Example 4.1 ls used agaln here

for Example 6.1. The same state boundary conditions are used for a 60·second ma·

neuver. Assume that the state errors shown in Table 6.1 are measured at t=- 10

seconds. Note that the lntroduced errors at t= 10 seconds are 10% of each optimal

angular velocity component and 5% of each optimal Euler parameter. The guidance

effort ls to generate a nelghboring optlmal trajectory which takes the perturbed states

to the deslred flnal state boundary conditions while mlnimlzing the perturbed cost

functlonal. The parameter matrlces A(t), B(t), and C(t) ln Eq. (6.8) are calculated from

the following system matrlces:

0 "J1(Ü3 *6/1(Ü2 0 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 O 0

E¢" ‘%ß1 "éßz '%'ßs 0 "%¢°1 *"äw2 'éws

éßo ‘;}ßs '%'ß2 $*01
1

O %"°s 'éfwz
?ßa ?ß0 _?ß1 $****2 '?‘”a

1
0

0
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Table 6.1 State Condltions at Tlme= 10 Seconds for Example 6.1

Example 6.1 Real-Time Near-Optlmal Guldance Problem

Optimal States Perturbed States State Errors

O)1 0.03945 0.04335 öcl)1 0.00390

001 -0.00328 -0.00361 660; -0.00033

ro; ° 0.03702 0.04072 öüh 0.00370

ßa 0.94367 0.93886 6ß; -0.00481

ße 0.21331 0.22161 6ß1 0.00830

ßz -0.09830 -0.10375 6ß; -0.00545

ß; 0.23360 0.24272 6ß; 0.00912
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Because the control components are llnear in the attitude dynamic equation (4.1),
H,„ ls a zero matrix. The integration step is taken to be 0.1 seconds for the simu-

Iatlons.

The lterated final states for the optimal trajectory, the near·optlmal trajectory,

and the perturbed trajectory are compared in Table 6.2. Shown in Figs. 6.1 through

6.10 are the angular velocity components, the Euler parameters, and the control

torque components for the three trajectories.
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Table 6.2 Comparison of States at Tlme== 60 seconds for Example 6.1

Optimal States Near-Optlmal Perturbed States
States

an -0.01500 -0.01501 -0.01171

ws 0.00000 0.00003 0.001 13

wa 0.00000 -0.00000 -0.00331

ßo 0.7071 1 0.7071 1 0.61050

ß« 0.35355 0.35305 0.39452

ßg 0.35355 0.35409 0.36378

ßg 0.50000 0.50022 0.58271
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The results shown in Table 6.2 lndicate that final states errors of the near-

optlmal trajectory are about 0.05% ln the angular velocity components and 0.1% in

the orlentatlon parameters, whereas ln the perturbed trajectory these errors are 22%

and 15%, respectively.

6.4 Concludlng Remarks

The effectlveness of the real-tlme near-optimal guldance strategy has been

demonstrated through Example 6.1. To lmplement the guldance scheme ln real tlme,

the followlng procedures can be taken [46]: (1) lntegrate the unperturbed equatlons

of motion from t, to t, +At,, where At, is the amount of tlme for computing a new

control, accordlng to the perturbed state x(t,) + öx(t,) using the last control §(t); (2)

after completion of the computatlon, the near·optlmal control wlll be punctually

started at t, + At,. As the At, ls falrly small when a good mission computer ls used,

we can conslder the process equivalent to a feedback control process. Numerlcally,

the flnal state errors ln the near-optlmal trajectory can be further reduced by either

reducing the guldance control period or the Integration step, or both. The simulation

results also lndlcate that the sensitivity of the dlfferentlal equatlons due to varlatlons

ln the lnitlal states ls remarkably small and the controllablllty region could be quite

large. A large set of neighborlng optlmal control trajectorles covering all the possible

maneuver cases can be generated ln real time from a carefully determlned and pre-

calculated set of optlmal trajectorles.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several dIrect and indlrect iteration methods for solvlng the NTBVP associated

with optimal control problems have been discussed. Four Improvement strategies for

the lndlrect method of particular solutions were proposed wlth the emphasis ln for-

mulatlon of good starting solutions. Comparison of the strategies was made through

examples of externally and lnternally torqued rlgld asymmetric spacecraft general

Iarge·angle attitude maneuvers. Numerical results lndlcate that Strategy 4 Is the

most rellable cne among the strategies In approximating optimal trajectorles wlth a

Iesser degree of nonlinearity. A hybrid approach coupling the modified first-order

gradlent method with the method of particular solutions has shown the best results

In solvlng all the given examples including strongly nonlinear test cases that could

not be solved by any of the four strategies. A real·tlme near-optlmal guidance

scheme is also proposed. The effectiveness of the scheme was demonstrated

through formulatlng a nelghboring optimal trajectory which takes the perturbed states

to the deslred manifold by tracking a given optimal trajectory.

Based on the computing methods presented, we can design an efficient off·llne

trajectory planning and on—llne guidance logic. Optimal trajectories with different

combinatlons of boundary condltlons are precalculated and stored In an on-board

computer, which then applies the guidance scheme using the precalculated trajecto-

ries as bases to form nelghboring trajectories. ldeally, a very broad set of sub-

optimal trajectorles covering all the possible maneuvers could be constructed in real

tlme without any further off·llne lteration.
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Havlng achleved the objectives of this study, we also ldentify the following

problem areas which warrant future investigation:

1. The difficulty for solvlng an optimal maneuver problem wlth a long control

period ls greater than solvlng the same problem with a short control period.

Uslng the same system and boundary condltlons, one may solve the short

maneuver time problem first and use the resultant trajectory as a starting

solution to solve the optimal control problems with long maneuver times.

2. A deslrable modification of the iteratlon methods would be to include hard

constralnts on the state and control variables, under which the design func-

_tlon of a dynamlcal system can be executed.

3. ln the search for better and more rellable numerical methods, other combi-

nation of the methods should be investlgated and compared with currently

reported methods.

4. A practical extension of the dynamlcal model would be to consider flexible

structures, such as booms, solar panels, and antennas, attached to a rigld

spacecraft. Also, the problems of optimal attltude control of a large flexible

space station may be considered using the iteratlon methods to solve for the

fundamental rigld body motion and the guidance scheme to control the

hlgher—order perturbed motlons due to structure deflectlons.

5. To consider the torque function more realistlcally, a modification of the

torque function should include smooth rlse and fall profiles, tendlng to mln-

imize structural excitatlon.

so



6. The mlnlmum·tlme maneuver ls a challenging toplc ln the optlmal control

fleld, especially for the attltude maneuver problems that are governed by a

large set of constralned dlfferentlal equatlons.
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